
THE END OF THE INFERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE 

MY CHILDHOOD home was situated on a six-lane road 10 minutes from the heart of Melbourne; trucks 

regularly took out our front fence, but I thought nothing of it. Then when I joined the Boy Scouts I began 

to have “religious” experiences while camping in the mountains. The feelings were so intense and 

moving I have been seeking them ever since. 

Looking back, I now realise what I was experiencing for the first time in my life was silence. But the bush 

is not really silent, it’s filled with sound – birds singing, leaves rustling, insects chirping, brooks babbling 

and the sighing of wind through she-oak needles.  

It’s not the two-dimensional wall of noise that you hear in the city, it has a third dimension. And that 

depth can be great. When I finally found a home in the bush I was amazed I could hear my neighbour 

5km up the road, who was the local postman, slam his car door in the morning when he set off for his 

round. 

One of my favourite excursions is to sit on the edge of the Great Escarpment at Point Lookout, New 

England National Park, and listen to the universe of sound stretching to the Pacific Ocean you can see 

more than 50km away; there may be 20 or 30 lyrebirds calling, at least one in each gully of the rolling 

blue mountain ranges.  

In case you have not noticed, there is a revolution going on in the technology of energy and transport. 

Those with an investment in fossil fuels are bravely protesting the loss of jobs as the rest of us 

increasingly take up the emerging technologies: lightweight, efficient, renewable, non-polluting. I feel 

for them – my own career of print journalism has been decimated by the rise of the internet. 

The internal combustion engine is really noisy, and cars are also expensive, polluting, destructive and 

dangerous. Think about it: your puny, soft, 50 kilogram body is steering at 100km/hour a 

tonne-and-a-half of cold, hard metal, and worse, there’s somebody doing the same thing coming the 

other way.  

But finally we may be seeing its end – solar power and alternative energy sources are supplanting fossil 

fuels around the world; we are finally getting smarter. Now we have electric cars, Tesla batteries, 

Queensland is installing electric car charging stations throughout the state, solar-powered aeroplanes 

have circled the globe, and a personal quadcopter has been successfully flown – someday there may be 

no need for bitumen roads which at present so dominate the landscape. 

Yes, this will no doubt be mourned by the hoons in my street who rev around with loud exhausts which 

clearly break noise pollution laws, and most likely enthusiasts will keep some of it alive – who would 

knock back the chance to have a drive in an E-type Jag? 

Then there’s the damage done by four-wheel-drives in sensitive areas: evident along the Macleay River 

between George’s Junction and Kunderang, and at Bendethera in Deua National Park. The end result 

inevitably is locked gates. Unregistered, unmuffled trail bikes dominate bushland areas behind Coffs 



Harbour. The riders delight in the noise.  

I’m not entirely blameless either – for the last four years I travelled around Australia in a 

four-wheel-drive campervan. Now I’m back in the ’burbs surrounded by lawnmowers, don’t get me 

started about leafblowers! 

The internal combustion engine has quite a long history. Various scientists and engineers contributed to 

its development. In 1791, John Barber developed a turbine. In 1794 Thomas Mead patented a gas 

engine. Also in 1794 Robert Street patented an internal combustion engine, which was also the first to 

use liquid fuel (gasoline), and built an engine around that time.  

In 1798, John Stevens designed the first American internal combustion engine. In 1807, Swiss engineer 

François Isaac de Rivaz built an internal combustion engine ignited by electric spark.  

Skipping a few steps, in 1876 Nikolaus Otto, working with Gottlieb Daimler and Wilhelm Maybach, 

patented the compressed charge, four-cycle engine. In 1879, Karl Benz patented a reliable two-stroke 

gas engine. In 1892, Rudolf Diesel developed the first compressed charge, compression ignition engine. 

So the old donk, like the Holden grey engine, has had its run – time to move on. Next issue we will 

discuss the issue of light pollution. In the meantime, google the International Dark Sky Association. 
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